Software Engineer
Fireflies - San Francisco, CA
We are obsessed with bringing to life smart AI systems that alter the course of human history. Join our rocket ship if you share our values and want to work on hard engineering challenges that will actually make a difference in the lives of people.

We value your skills and abilities more than your resume. Here's what we are looking for.

Requirements:
- Raw intellectual horsepower and ability to learn quickly
- Strong background in computer science, math, and statistics
- Experience working on Machine Learning/NLP projects
- Contribution to open source (share your github)
- Understand sound architecture principals
- Can design and build scaleable infrastructure

Our Values:
- Be data driven and customer obsessed
- Fast engineering cycles
- Infrastructure excellence where we ship quality
- Less meetings, no BS
- Get better at something each day, each week, each month
- Have an internal compass and take initiative
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 aplicación Now
Please review all application instructions before applying to Fireflies.

More than 50 people have already applied to this job on Indeed.
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Software Engineer (US or Canada)
Joyent - San Francisco, CA
6 days ago

Software Engineer
Calypso - San Francisco, CA
3 days ago

Software Engineer - Backend
StyleSeat - San Francisco, CA
3 days ago
Software Engineer - Full Stack
StyleSeat - San Francisco, CA
3 days ago
Easily apply

Software Engineer
Typer Corporation - San Francisco, CA
Indeed - 3 days ago
Easily apply